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AFFIDAVIT OF MAUREEN CASSIDY 

 

I, Maureen Cassidy, of the City of London, in the County of Middlesex, MAKE OATH 
AND SAY: 

 

1. I have knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to, save and except where 

the same are stated to be based upon information or belief and where so stated I 

verily believe the same to be true.  

2. I am currently a resident of London, Ontario and the current City of London 

municipal councillor for Ward 5. I successfully ran for re-election in 2018.  

3. On or around September 13, 2018, during the municipal election campaign, I 

became aware that a website had been created using the domain name 

www.maureencassidy.ca (the “Website”). I did not create the Website and did not 

instruct anyone to create the Website. At that time, typing in this website address 

http://www.maureencassidy.ca/


would auto-redirect people to a website created on the blogging platform 

Medium.com, medium.com/@maureencassidycampaign (the “Blog”). I did not 

create the Blog and did not instruct anyone to create the Blog. Attached as 

Exhibit “A” are screenshots from the Blog. 

4. A friend of mine, Jamie Edwards, told me that the Website was hosted by 

GoDaddy Inc and registered with the Canadian Internet Registration Authority 

(“CIRA”).  

5. In addition to the Website and Blog, a Facebook page was also created that 

linked to the Website and contained the same information as the Website. I 

became aware of the Facebook page on or around September 13, 2018. I did not 

create the Facebook page and did not instruct anyone to create the Facebook 

page. The Facebook page content mimicked the content and wording of the Blog 

almost exactly. I complained numerous times to Facebook about this fake page, 

and I am advised by others that they did the same. I received one response from 

Facebook some time later, advising me that this fake page did not violate their 

community standards.  

6. Friends of mine also complained to Medium.com and on or about September 17, 

2018, Medium.com removed the Blog from its website. However, shortly 

thereafter, when no longer able to redirect to the Medium Blog site, the 

www.maureencassidy.ca website populated itself with all the same content 

directly on its site.  

mailto:medium.com/@maureencassidycampaign
http://www.maureencassidy.ca/


7. The Website, Blog and Facebook page were devastating for me to review. Each 

contained inflammatory, derogatory and blatantly misconstrued information, 

accusing me of wasteful spending, being anti-free speech, and being “unfit for 

office”. The Website, Blog and Facebook page suggested that I had no integrity 

and that I thought I was above the law.  

8. On or around October 2, 2018, I made the even more upsetting discovery that 

the person or people behind the Website, Blog and Facebook page had also 

ordered and paid for lawn signs directing the public to the fake Website.   

9. On that date, I was driving with my 19 year old son and 11 year old daughter to 

school. When we came upon the first of these signs, my initial thought was to 

wonder how one of my signs ended up at that particular site since I knew the 

locations of all of my signs. It only took a heartbeat before I realized that this was 

not one of my signs. I felt immediately sick and I thought I might throw up. The 

signs were designed to look like mine except with a harsh red banner under my 

name and white letters spelling out “INTEGRITY??!!”. My son looked me in the 

eye, his jaw set, he didn’t say a word. My daughter was in the back seat. At first, 

she didn’t understand what was happening.  

10. The first sign was near a stop sign at North Centre Road and Sunnyside so when 

I stopped, my son simply opened the door and got out of the car. I popped the 

trunk and he threw the sign in. We drove two blocks west to Richmond St and 

there was another sign. I drove through the intersection and turned around so he 

could collect that sign as well, still speechless. When I turned south to proceed 



down Richmond, we discovered what appeared to be more than a dozen on all 

four corners of the intersection of Western Road and Richmond as well as in the 

large grassy median at that intersection. It is an extremely busy intersection at 

8:00 AM and my son simply looked at me helplessly with pain in his eyes. “Mom,” 

was all he said. There was no way we could safely get them all and by now, my 

young daughter realized something was very wrong. She asked me who would 

do such a thing and why. I felt humiliated and beaten down personally. For my 

children, I was heartbroken.  

11. The Website, Facebook page and Blog had been bad enough but at least my 

family hadn’t been exposed to them. I had shielded my children from them and I 

had stoically ignored them, even while feeling helpless. Since there was nothing I 

could do to stop them, I sought the “high road”. But these signs were public and 

blatant and boldly arrogant. In my view, the intent behind them was nothing less 

than a public shaming. The intent was not simply to defeat me as a candidate, it 

was to crush me personally as well, to stomp me into the ground. Any reasonable 

person would know that my family would be exposed to these signs. Attached as 

Exhibit “B” is a photo of the signs.  

12. The existence of the Website, Blog, Facebook page and lawn signs made the 

local news. Attached as Exhibit “C” is a London Free Press article dated 

October 3, 2018 that reported on the contents of the sites and the signs.  



13. I wanted to determine who created the Website to demand the removal of the 

Website and to ensure that they would cease and desist from further defamatory 

actions.  

14. A friend of mine, Jamie Edwards, suggested I make a complaint to CIRA. He also 

noted some very strong similarities between the content of the Website, Blog and 

Facebook page and language used by a local resident, Amir Farahi. Mr. Farahi 

works for, or is a principal of, a consulting firm, Blackridge Strategy. Blackridge 

was assisting numerous other candidates, including my opponent, with their 

campaigns during the election. One of my opponents admitted to the London 

Free Press that he was a client of Blackridge. This article, dated October 6, 2018, 

is attached as Exhibit “D”.  Previously, an employee of Blackridge confirmed 

that another one of my opponents had also received assistance from Blackridge.  

15. Attached as Exhibit “E” is the email Mr. Edwards sent on September 17, 2018, 

noting the similar language that Mr. Farahi used in two petitions he drafted and in 

an opinion piece he wrote. He also sent me screenshots of the Blog. I have also 

attached as Exhibit “F” the screenshots of the two petitions and opinion piece 

Mr. Edwards referenced in his emails.  

16. I also spoke with Virginia Ridley, the city councillor for Ward 10, around October 

3, 2018. She was also running for re-election, and had also been the subject of a 

nearly identical website and Facebook page. The websites appeared to have 

been created by the same person since the format, font and style was nearly 

identical, and some of the wording was similar or identical. The London Free 



Press, in a story dated October 3, 2018 and attached as Exhibit “G”, reported 

on the similarities as well.  

17. I advised Ms. Ridley that I had my suspicions that Mr. Farahi was behind these 

websites as a result of the similarities he found between Mr. Farahi’s articles and 

petitions and the Website, Blog and Facebook page.  

18. As a result, Ms. Ridley later advised me that she went to the website that 

designed the webpage, Wix.com, and she clicked on the button for account 

holders who have lost their login, username and/or password. This took her to a 

page that asked her to enter the cell phone number associated with a website 

account. Ms. Ridley told me that she entered Mr. Farahi’s cell phone number. 

She received a confirmation that a message had been sent to the phone number 

to reset the username and/or password.  

19. This bolstered my suspicions that the virginiaridley.ca website may have been 

associated with Mr. Farahi’s personal cell phone number, and that it was likely 

that Mr. Farahi may have created the Website attacking me as well. However, I 

do not have any definitive proof that Mr. Farahi created the Website, the Blog, or 

the Facebook page.  

20. Both the maureencassidy.ca and virgniaridley.ca websites and Facebook pages 

were taken down within hours after Ms. Ridley used Mr. Farahi’s cell phone 

number to try to determine if he was connected to the Website.  



21. On October 25, 2018, Mr. Farahi was interviewed by CTV News. On that 

program, he said that he was being framed and that someone had, in fact, stolen 

his identity to set up the Website and another website involving Ms. Ridley. He 

stated that he was not responsible and he was hoping to find out who had 

created these websites. I do not know what steps he has taken to do so.  

22. As a result of Mr. Farahi’s denial of responsibility and allegation of identity theft, I 

am seeking to have Facebook, GoDaddy and CIRA confirm the registered owner 

of the Website, Blog and Facebook page. These organizations are the only 

parties that have the name, and possibly more importantly, the credit card or 

payment information of the person who registered the Website. Information 

respecting any other websites that the person owns will help determine whether 

there was identity theft.  

23. I wish to be able to (a) investigate this matter further, (b) determine the identity of 

the Website owner, (c) seek relief from the Court and the police, as appropriate;  

(d) take any steps which are necessary to address the defamation that has 

occurred, and (e) prevent any further such defamatory comments. The only way 

to do so is if the Respondents in this action provide me with the information 

requested in this Application.  

24. Without the requested information, I am unable to ascertain who created the 

harmful and defamatory Website, Blog and Facebook page and I will be unable 

to bring an action against those responsible. Such a result would allow people to 



make anonymous defamatory comments against me, with no accountability for 

their actions.   

25. I am willing to reimburse the Respondents for reasonable costs associated with 

producing these documents. 

26. I swear this Affidavit in support of an Application and for no other improper 

purpose.  

 
 
SWORN BEFORE ME at the  ) 
City of London, Ontario in  ) 
the County of Middlesex  ) 
this 1st day of March, 2019  )  __________________________ 
                   Maureen Cassidy  
 
___________________________ 
A Commissioner, etc. 
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-- 
This message has been scanned by LastSpam eMail security service, provided by TUC Managed IT Solutions.  
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Illegal signs, anonymous website
bash Cassidy's city hall record
Call it fake news meets drive-by smear.

MEGAN STACEY (HTTPS://LFPRESS.COM/AUTHOR/MSTACEYPOSTMEDIA) & 

HEATHER RIVERS (HTTPS://LFPRESS.COM/AUTHOR/HEATHERLRIVERS) Updated: October 3, 2018

Call it fake news meets drive-by smear.

A London city councillor who weathered a personal scandal this term has

found herself targeted in election signs questioning her integrity and

directing voters to a fake campaign website.

The attack against Ward 5 incumbent Maureen Cassidy — the signs are

illegal, and have to come down since they don’t belong to Cassidy but also

don’t spell out who’s behind them — smack of American-style campaign

negativity creeping into elections in Canada, to one former city politician.

But it’s also possible the move could backfire and help Cassidy, one political

scientist who specializes in local government says.

https://lfpress.com/author/mstaceypostmedia
https://lfpress.com/author/heatherlrivers
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“Whoever is doing this is unlikely to undermine Maureen Cassidy’s position

in the campaign. If anything, I think this tactic would give her a little more

sympathy and support,” said Martin Horak, of Western University.

“Before, when we’ve seen things like sign vandalism, if anything, it works to

the advantage of the person who has been the victim of foul play,” he said.

A handful of election signs that popped up along Richmond Street target Coun. Maureen

Cassidy by taking aim at her integrity and promoting a negative website that questions her

views, votes and record. (MEGAN STACEY, The London Free Press)

Modelled after Cassidy’s own election materials, the signs that sprung up

along Richmond Street appear professionally made and even use the same

colour scheme as Cassidy’s own signs. But the offending signs are

distinguished by the word “integrity?!?!” that appears beneath her name.

Cassidy, running for a second term in the north-end ward, declined to

comment on the signs and the anonymous website to which it directs

voters.  The Free Press was unable to verify the site’s creator.

“If anybody wants to talk about the issues that are important to Londoners

and to the people in Ward 5, I’m happy to talk openly, in a public forum. But

first they have to come out of the shadows,” Cassidy told The Free Press.
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Former city hall veteran Gord Hume, an author who now speaks and writes

about civic government, said he sees negative, American-style campaign

tactics coming across the border.

“The attitudes, the viciousness that we saw in the 2016 U.S. election, some

of that mentality has seeped across the border,” said Hume, a former ward

councillor and member of council’s now-defunct board of control.

“It’s almost as if people feel it has to be a negative campaign . . . that’s very

damaging for London,” he said. “I’ve always thought elections should be

about vision or positive change.”

The signs violate Ontario’s municipal election law, since they appear to be

third-party political commentary but lack a clear statement about who paid

for them. Any person or group that wants to spend money to promote or

oppose a candidate is required to register with the city’s elections office as a

third-party advertiser.

City clerk Cathy Saunders, overseeing London’s civic election, said city hall

would remove any signs that violate the law.

The signs also advertise a website, dedicated to bashing Cassidy’s views and

votes on issues such as bus rapid transit and the controversial “sanctuary

city” label, and taking aim at her integrity based on an affair she had with

Mayor Matt Brown in 2016.

The website draws on swaths of text from old media reports, without any

attribution, to suggest “Councillor Cassidy cannot be trusted.”

Cassidy’s name is used as the site’s URL.

In 2016, Brown and Cassidy, then deputy mayor, admitted to a brief affair.

London’s ethics watchdog launched a probe, which found the pair violated

three sections of council’s code of conduct. The integrity commissioner

declined to probe further.

Brown and Cassidy’s council colleagues voted to formally reprimand the

pair, but gave no further punishment.

Several candidates running against Cassidy said they weren’t aware of the

signs, but spoke against them.
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“I wouldn’t support that kind of behaviour,” Randy Warden said. He ran

second to Cassidy in the 2014 election, taking 17.5 per cent of the vote to her

57 per cent.

Another Ward 5 challenger, Charles Knott, said the signs and the website “go

a step too far.”

This Week's Flyers

Comments
We encourage all readers to share their views on our articles and blog posts. We are committed to
maintaining a lively but civil forum for discussion, so we ask you to avoid personal attacks, and please keep
your comments relevant and respectful. If you encounter a comment that is abusive, click the "X" in the
upper right corner of the comment box to report spam or abuse. We are using Facebook commenting. Visit
our FAQ page (https://domain.com/facebook-commenting-faq) for more information.

10 Comments Sort by 

John McKaig
Due to a family situation a while ago I sent Maureen a email to ask why PSW's were not exempt
from the overnight parking ban bylaw as they perform a special duty to our city. I received a cut
and paste answer and so I continued to ask why she could not or would not do anything to correct
this. About a month ago out of the clear she announced that she had made a motion to exempt
PSW's from the city parking bylaws for overnight parking on the streets. I am glad that the motion
was made but it speaks to her integrity when she made it sound like her idea and a election is
looming.

Like · Reply · 2 · 17w · Edited

Sh Chokhani
Ms Maureen Cassidy has done what she has done and that cannot be denied, hidden & NO it is
not going away. However this is absolute outrageous and a police complaint should be filed and

Top

Add a comment...
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Many anti-BRT candidates using
same London PR firm
One candidate in at least half of London’s 14 electoral wards is campaigning with behind-the-

scenes help from the same local public affairs firm, most on a platform against the city’s

contentious bus rapid transit plan.

MEGAN STACEY (HTTPS://LFPRESS.COM/AUTHOR/MSTACEYPOSTMEDIA) Updated: October 6, 2018

GALLERY:

CANDIDATES USING SAME LONDON PR FIRM
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One candidate in at least half of London’s 14
electoral wards is campaigning with behind-the-
scenes help from the same local public affairs firm,
most on a platform against the city’s contentious bus
rapid transit plan.

Three of the ward candidates working with Blackridge Strategy Inc., a

London company formed earlier this year, are using the same social media

posts to question the $500-million BRT plan – including similar versions of

an image that matches the header of a newly-created anti-BRT website,

stopbrt.com (http://stopbrt.com/) .

Of the seven, the lone ward candidate who has not come out against the

transit plan, Ward 7 incumbent Josh Morgan, has declared a conflict on

almost all BRT-related votes because he works for Western University. He

rejected the idea of any connections between candidates.

“I have an independent contract with them for the services I’m contracting

them for,” he said of Blackridge. “I, and my campaign, have control.”

The kind of political consulting Blackridge, which also is managing a website

for mayoral candidate Ed Holder, offers its clients is common in elections at

all levels.

But seeing the work of one company in so many campaigns is unusual in

London and suggests at least ties between groups with shared opposition to

the city’s largest-ever infrastructure project, one expert said.

(https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/powellwebsite-

e1538785644802.png)

“There obviously seems to be some kind of behind-the-scenes links going

on, and people of a particular bent are aware of them and are taking

advantage of them,” Joseph Lyons, the head of Western University’s local

government program, said of Blackridge.

He suggested it could be a way to advertise and mobilize against BRT.

http://stopbrt.com/
https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/powellwebsite-e1538785644802.png
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(https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/powellwebsite-

e1538785644802.png)

“You think of the logic behind a third-party advertiser: You have a clear

position on an issue that you want to get out there, to get publicized, but you

can’t have direct connections with campaigns. It’s kind of a back-door way of

doing that, creating a political consultancy firm that can co-ordinate

between candidates as a function of the service that they provide.”

There’s little information available about Blackridge online, and the

company’s website contains no details about its services or staff.

Six candidates and another source say one or the other or both of Amir

Farahi, a one-time council candidate, and school board trustee Jake Skinner,

who’s running for re-election, are at the helm of their municipal campaign

work through Blackridge.

Neither answered repeated Free Press requests for comment this week.

Skinner, a Thames Valley District school board trustee, had been gunning for

the Progressive Conservative nomination in London West ahead of the June

provincial election, before Doug Ford took over as party leader and

appointed former broadcaster Andrew Lawton to run instead.

Mayoral candidate Holder meets with Blackridge staff regularly to manage

his website and related e-mail blasts, but not for political advice, his

campaign team says.

“We’re not connected with the other candidates. We have a confidentiality

agreement in place with Blackridge,” said Michael Meagher, handling

communications for Holder’s campaign.

Incumbents Phil Squire and Morgan said they’re using the firm for help with

their websites, graphic design, photos and some political guidance.

https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/powellwebsite-e1538785644802.png
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Of the three candidates who use anti-BRT Facebook posts styled and

themed similarly to each other and one used on stopbrt.com

(http://stopbrt.com/) , Randy Warden in Ward 5 and Steve Hillier in Ward 14

confirmed they’re working with Blackridge.

The website of Ward 11 candidate Rachel Powell – which matches those of

most other municipal Blackridge clients – had shown it was “built by

Blackridge Strategy” before the tag was removed recently, but she did not

directly confirm her relationship with the company.

London lawyer Michael Lerner, spokesperson for stopbrt.com

(http://stopbrt.com/) , did not respond to a request for comment about the

connection between the images. Stopbrt.com (http://stopbrt.com/) is a new

anti-BRT group that’s distributing lawn signs protesting the $500-million

project.

All the candidates who responded to The Free Press stressed Blackridge

isn’t running their campaigns, but is supplying materials and offering

“advice.”

“Although I have run once before, I still see myself as a novice,” Warden said.

Squire described Blackridge’s services as “one-stop shopping,” convenient

for a busy campaign.

“I wouldn’t know how to make up a website if it jumped down my throat,” he

said.

mstacey@postmedia.com (mailto:mstacey@postmedia.com)

https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/reidwebsite-e1538785516311.png
https://postmedialfpress.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/reidwebsite-e1538785516311.png
http://stopbrt.com/
http://stopbrt.com/
http://stopbrt.com/
mailto:mstacey@postmedia.com
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twitter.com/MeganatLFPress (https://twitter.com/MeganatLFPress)

WHAT BLACKRIDGE DOES

Website development:Website development: Blackridge uses Nation Builder, a common digital

platform, to build websites and co-ordinate mailings to subscribers, among

other features.

Political strategy:Political strategy: Media and SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,

threats) analyses, political advice and insight.

Graphic designGraphic design: Social media posts, ads, flyers, signs.

Multimedia:Multimedia: Photos, videos.

CAMPAIGNS INVOLVED WITH BLACKRIDGE

Mayoral candidate Ed HolderMayoral candidate Ed Holder’s website is managed by Blackridge. That

website management includes regular meetings with Blackridge.

Ward 5 candidate Randy WardenWard 5 candidate Randy Warden uses Blackridge for campaign materials

such as signs and flyers, social media posts and a website, and gets political

advice from Skinner. He’s running anti-BRT social media posts that have the

same design as those used by Powell and Hillier.

Ward 6 candidate Phil SquireWard 6 candidate Phil Squire uses Blackridge for campaign materials such

as signs and flyers, his website, and he works with Skinner.

Ward 7 candidate Josh MorganWard 7 candidate Josh Morgan contracted Blackridge to do his website,

photos, graphic design, a media analysis and SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, threats) review of his campaign.

Ward 8 candidate Matt ReidWard 8 candidate Matt Reid‘s website had shown it was “built by Blackridge

Strategy” before the tag was removed recently.

Ward 10 candidate Paul Van MeerbergenWard 10 candidate Paul Van Meerbergen is relying on digital and technical

support from Blackridge, including help with his website and online

presence.

Ward 11 candidate Rachel PowellWard 11 candidate Rachel Powell has a campaign website that had shown it

was “built by Blackridge,” and uses anti-BRT social media posts that have

the same design as those used by Warden and Hillier.

https://twitter.com/MeganatLFPress
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Ward 14 candidate Steve HillierWard 14 candidate Steve Hillier tapped Blackridge for political advice, signs,

and his website. He uses anti-BRT social media posts that have the same

design as those used by Warden and Powell.

Mayor’s race: The candidates in their own words (https://lfpress.com/news/local-

news/mayors-race-the-candidates-in-their-own-words)

Ward 1: The candidates in their own words (https://lfpress.com/news/local-

news/ward-1-the-candidates-in-their-own-words)

Ward 2: The candidates in their own words (https://lfpress.com/news/local-
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Susan Toth

From: Maureen Cassidy <maureen.cassidy0@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 4:57 PM
To: Susan Toth
Subject: Screenshots

Hi Susan, 
 
This is the email that Jamie Edwards sent to me near the time when my fake website issue began. He included 
some info on text searches he conducted. He also attached the screenshots for me.  
 
Maureen 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Jamie Edwards <jamie@praxica.ca> 
Date: Mon, Sep 17, 2018, 7:04 PM 
Subject: Domain Hijack Advice 
To: Maureen Cassidy <maureen.cassidy0@gmail.com> 
 

Hi Maureen, 
Tanya told me about your issue today and asked me if I could help. 
 
I've reported the bogus medium account for abuse, which may result in it taken down (but won't prevent them 
from putting something else up in its place). I've also taken some screenshots (attached) for evidence in case 
you need to pursue a dispute with CIRA and the content has already been removed. 
 
Here's the dispute process here:  https://cira.ca/legal-policy-compliance/cdrp-process-and-decisions 
 
Sounds like a very clean cut case of a "bad faith" domain registration. 
 
They claim that it's quick.  It's not cheap (looks to be around $4000).  I'm not a lawyer, but if you have a 
decision in your favour, you may find out who the perpetrator is and you may be able to go after them in small 
claims to recover the dispute fees. 
 
I've attempted some other digital forensics techniques to try to identify the owner, but whoever set it up was 
very careful not to reuse any content or code from any other sites they own, so there's no obvious link to any 
one person. 
 
Given the fact that they make a big deal about "free speech" and "sanctuary cities", one might guess that 
PEGIDA was behind this, but doing a search on some of the text in the article reveals multiple word for word 
copy/paste of content from past articles that Amir Farahi has written (and strangely - or not so strangely, no 
copypasta from anybody else apart from news articles): 
 
"A sanctuary city is a safe haven for illegal immigrants — those that are not granted permission to stay in 
Canada and gives them access to municipal services. It also means that the city’s local police will not 
participate in enforcing federal immigration laws." 
 

SusanT
Rectangle
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From this petition by Amir:  https://www.change.org/p/no-to-london-ont-becoming-a-sanctuary-city 
 
"Andrew Sancton, the former head of Western University’s local government program and a highly respected 
academic in Canada said council’s vagueness could have serious consequences." 
 
From this opinion piece by Amir:  https://www.therecord.com/opinion-story/7530723-city-silencing-free-
speech/ 
 
"Constitutional expert and Professor at the University of Waterloo, Emmett Macfarlane, has come out opposing 
the anti-free speech motion as well." 
 
From this petition by Amir:  https://www.change.org/p/city-council-stop-the-war-on-free-speech-in-london-
ontario 
 
Best of luck in resolving this. 
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City silencing free speech
  Opinion Aug 31, 2017 Amir Farahi by Our London

London city hall has launched an attack against free speech after unanimously passing an emergency motion that bans groups whose ideologies are contrary to the City of London from public property.

It comes in response to an anti-Islamization rally by the Canadian chapter of the German nationalist political movement called Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamization of the West, or PEGIDA.

A public statement was made by Mayor Matt Brown at council calling on Londoners to stand against all forms of racism, bigotry and hatred. Immediately thereafter, through an emotional appeal, Coun. Tanya Park
introduced an amendment to the mayor’s original motion which was also unanimously approved.

The amendment states, “Civic administration be directed to prepare the necessary formal council policy to confirm the prohibition of activities of organizations whose ideologies is contrary to the City of London are not
permitted in civic spaces, and/or facilities and spaces.”

Racism, bigotry and hatred have no place in London, but our right to free speech does.

As Londoners, we need to stand strong and vehemently in opposition to any motion that is passed by this council that undermines our fundamental and constitutional rights, freedoms, and laws under the guise of
political correctness.

An online petition has been launched demanding city hall repeal that motion at standforfreespeech.ca.

Andrew Sancton, the former head of Western University’s local government program and a highly-respected academic in Canada said council’s vagueness could have serious consequences. “This is extremely dangerous
because it looks like it’s almost limitless in its application, and it could cause all kinds of trouble,” Sancton said to local media.

This motion appears to violate the Code of Conduct for Members of Council under Rule 2.5 which states: “Members shall seek to serve the public interest by upholding both the letter and the spirit of the laws of the
Federal Parliament, the Ontario Legislature, and the by-laws and policies of the Corporation.”

Federal laws written in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms grants every single person in Canada under Section 2 with freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, freedom of peaceful assembly, and freedom of
association.

Free speech has its limits if it’s hate propaganda defined under section 318-320 of the Criminal Code in Canada.

Members of PEGIDA have held a few rallies in front of city hall during the past year including the one on Saturday. No member has yet to be arrested for hate speech.

Anyone or any group who is in violation of our hate speech laws will face the full extent of the law.

It’s important to note that there is a difference between dangerous speech, which is a crime, and offensive speech, which we must tolerate even if we don’t like it.

City council is not a court of justice. They should not be pre-determining who is innocent or guilty of a crime. They are elected to govern not to adjudicate. Any person(s) or organization(s) should be given a chance to
exercise their rights as Canadians and considered innocent until proven guilty.

We are fortunate to live in Canada, where the separation of powers protects our citizens from institutional abuses of our human rights.

It is reprehensible to see Matt Brown ride the coattails of U.S. politics. He has effectively manufactured a crisis in our community by adding fuel to fire — which could’ve led to violence on Saturday — to distract the
public from his failed mayoralty.

Where is the leadership we so desperately need?

Amir Farahi is the executive director of the London Institute. He can be reached via email at amir@londoninstitute.ca.
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This petition had 1,199 supporters

Amir Farahi started this petition to Mayor of London, Ontario Matt Brown and 13 others

We the residents of London, Ontario demand that Mayor Matt Brown and the rest of City Council put an end to the call for our city becoming a sanctuary for
illegal immigrants. 
 
A sanctuary city is a safe haven for illegal immigrants — those that are not granted permission to stay in Canada and gives them access to municipal services. It also
means that the city’s local police will not participate in enforcing federal immigration laws.

On Jan. 30, council unanimously backed a call to make London a sanctuary city, just one day after the Quebec mosque shooting and in response to the Trump moratorium
on immigration from seven countries that are predominantly Muslim. 
 
Here are some of the reasons why London, Ontario should not become a sanctuary city:

1. Canada and the United States are both signatories to the Safe Third Country Agreement. Under the terms of the treaty, any refugees seeking asylum in either state
must claim protection in the country in which they first arrived. Therefore, the motion that was passed by council is contrary to this international agreement.

2. The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) says that nearly half of the illegal immigrants who have snuck across the Canada-United States border were detained
because of serious criminal records. That includes crimes like, theft, assault, manslaughter, dangerous driving, driving while under the influence of drugs or alcohol
and possession of or trafficking in drugs or controlled substances. Since the CBSA is under-resourced, there unofficial ports of entry that are not monitored where
illegals are smuggled into Canada and will come to sanctuary cities such as London.

3. Supporters of this idea need to realize that your intentions may be great but that doesn't mean that it is practical. Our human desires are unlimited, but resources are
scarce. Canada can’t take care of everyone in the world. We have plenty of problems at home that we need to address. Let’s not break the bank.

4. First things first, our labour force participation and employment rate is below the provincial and national average. There are more than 35,000 people in the London
area that are living in extreme poverty. Over 8000 children are suffering from poverty here at home. Aside from a mental health and addiction crisis, we have an
HIV epidemic with a record-breaking 58 new diagnoses in 2016.

5. An illegal immigrant that comes into London cannot participate in the labour force legally and doing so is in breach of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.
They need a work permit which is granted through a social insurance number. The only way to get a social insurance number is to be legally permitted into Canada.

6. It is dangerous even for the illegal immigrants because they can get abused and they could get exploited for reasons that we will never know since they are
undocumented. Sanctuary cities in other jurisdictions have become destinations for human trafficking. Illegal immigrants are trafficked for the purposes of sexual
and labor exploitation. Some of these victims are lured from their homes with false promises of well-paying jobs; instead, they are forced or coerced into
prostitution, domestic servitude, farm or factory labor or other types of forced labor.

7. A sanctuary city is an insult to all those who have gone through the legal immigration process or who are waiting to be admitted to Canada legally. It is simply
unfair.

8. This is sending a message to the world that London, Ontario is satisfied with people breaking the law to come to Canada and not only that, the city will let you get
away with it. These laws were put into place for a reason. Without them, we will crumble under the weight of ourselves.

9. The federal government just released a report that indicates more than 300 foreign terrorists, spies and criminals tried to sneak into Canada last year and were found
inadmissible due to national security concerns? In fact, a total of 1.4 million visa applications were rejected with the common reason being that the person applying
was not being truthful. Knowing that, why would we risk the security of this city?

10. According to the 2016 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), Enforcement and Removal Operations Field Offices (ERO) report, "The enactment of
numerous state statutes and local ordinances reducing and/or preventing cooperation with ICE, in addition to federal court decisions which created liability concerns
for cooperating law enforcement agencies, led an increasing number of jurisdictions to decline to honour immigration detainers. ERO documented a total of 21,205
declined detainers in 567 counties in 48 states including the District of Columbia between January 1, 2014, and September 30, 2016. Declined detainers result in
convicted criminals being released back into U.S. communities with the potential to re-offend, notwithstanding ICE’s requests for transfer of those individuals.
Moreover, these releases constrain ICE’s civil immigration enforcement efforts because they required ICE to expend additional resources to locate and arrest
convicted criminals who were at-large rather than transferred directly from jails into ICE custody, drawing resources away from other ICE enforcement efforts."
These are sanctuary cities.

11. Statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Sentencing Commission, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, the Government Accountability Office, the Bureau
of Justice Statistics and several state and county correctional departments show the estimated 11.7 million illegal immigrants, which represent 3.6 percent of the
population in the U.S. accounted for 13.6 percent of all offenders sentenced for crimes committed in the U.S in 2015. Twelve percent of murder sentences, 30.2
percent of kidnapping sentences, 17.8 percent of drug trafficking sentences, 11.6 percent of fraud sentences, 10.4 percent of money laundering sentences and 21
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percent of national defense sentences (i.e. evasion of export controls and exportation of arms without license). Supporters of sanctuary cities demand we open our
borders and lure these criminal aliens into our community.

12. Before Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced that visitors from Mexico would no longer need visas to enter Canada, border officials predicted the decision
would make it easier for criminals to enter the country. According to figures from the Canada Border Services Agency obtained by Global News, the number of
Mexican citizens with a criminal background or security risk increased since Justin Trudeau relaxed the visa requirement on Dec. 1, 2016. In the first six months of
this year, 65 Mexicans involved in "serious" crimes were identified, more than the 53 in 2016 and 28 the year before. "These individuals were drug smugglers,
human smugglers, recruiters, money launderers and foot soldiers," the CBSA wrote in an intelligence report dated April 2016, two months before the visa
exemption was announced.

Why some people cannot enter or remain in Canada?

According to the federal government there are a number of reasons you can be found inadmissible, denied a visa or refused entry to Canada such as:

1. Security 
2. Human or international rights violations 
3. Criminality 
4. Organized criminality 
5. Health grounds 
6. Financial reasons 
7. Misrepresentation or misinformation (i.e not being truthful) 
8. Non-compliance with the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act 
9. Having an inadmissible family member

We have been told that we don’t have money for social services, and our depleted infrastructure. Yet some how we can now take care of illegal immigrants and provide a
safe haven for them to operate outside the law. That although we have people living in third world conditions here at home and arguably a humanitarian crisis of our own,
we can help solve all the issues in the world. It's time to get our priorities straight. 
 
Undocumented people are to immigration, what shoplifting is to shopping. We are a nation of laws and order. There is no excuse for a city to seek ways to skirt
enforcement. The concept of sanctuary city policies is in direct opposition to the rule of law. 
 
We need to stop this. We need to stop it now. 
 
Contact: 
amirfarahi@hotmail.com

Updates

BREAKING: Illegal immigrants with criminal records entering into Canada

The RCMP has intercepted close to 3,800 people jumping the Canada-U.S. border into Quebec since Aug. 1 to Aug. 15 – a 330 per cent increase comp...

BREAKING: Illegal immigrants with criminal records entering into Canada

The RCMP has intercepted close to 3,800 people jumping the Canada-U.S. border into Quebec since Aug. 1 to Aug. 15 – a 330 per cent increase compared to one month
earlier, and a more than 1,000 per cent increase than in January, according to Citizenship and Immigration Canada. Since June 1, the RCMP said that more than 7,000
people have illegally entered Canada. That's 3 times the size of Port Stanley. The total Asylum Claimants processed by the CBSA and IRCC from January - July 2017 has
been 21,695. This exponential increase in the number of illegal immigrants -- some of whom have criminal records and are pedophiles --entering into Canada at this rate
will be the size of Woodstock by the end of the year. As the United States has stepped up deportations of Somalis with criminal records, some have crossed illegally into
Canada and made refugee claims under false identities, according to an intelligence report obtained by Global News. “Somali nationals with criminal records in the U.S.
may be attempting to evade justice by claiming refugee protection in Canada,” said the report, distributed by the CBSA’s Intelligence Operations and Analysis Division.
The report said 16 Somalis with “serious” criminal pasts were known to have arrived in Canada from the U.S. between 2012 and 2015. Six had records in the U.S. for
sexual offences — three involving minors as victims. Eleven with records in Minnesota had illegally crossed the border in the same area near Emerson, Manitoba. They
were among 164 Somalis flagged by the CBSA for serious crime and national security concerns during that period. Multiple refugee claimants have been found in
possession of child pornography at or near the Quebec border crossing as well. According to a source, officials in St-Bernard-de-Lacolle have in recent months found
“four or five” refugee claimants from Haiti in possession of child pornography. A spokesperson for Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Ralph Goodale confirmed
two cases have resulted in criminal proceedings. “We can confirm that, following an investigation, two people have been charged by the Quebec Direction des Poursuites
Criminelles et Pénales with possession and importation of child pornography,” said Dan Brien. However, disturbingly, in cases where the RCMP seizes child pornography
from an asylum keeper but decides not to lay charges “the CBSA must accept that decision” and process their claim.” So where are these illegal immigrants going? To
cities such as Montreal that are designated sanctuary cities. City Council is going to make a decision this fall on making London, Ontario a sanctuary city. This means we
would become an attractive place to harbour criminals that will put our children and families in extreme danger. We are less than 50 signatures away to hit our 1000
milestone. Please continue to share this petition to your friends and family members. Every single person can make a huge difference. One voice in the wilderness won’t
accomplish much. Many voices together will. Sources: 1. http://globalnews.ca/news/3671882/quebec-refugees-child-pornography/
2.http://globalnews.ca/news/3658241/somali-criminal-records-canada-us-deportation-intelligence/ 3. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/rcmp-says-it-has-
intercepted-3-800-asylum-seekers-crossing-illegally-into-quebec-since-aug-1-1.4250806 4. http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/asylum-claims-made-in-canada.asp
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cannot see the logic in creating policy in a reflex response to the social climate or government agenda of another country and the propoganda it has generated… Read
more
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Gary Hunter·2 years ago
Not every Londoner is sold on left wing ideology. A fact that seems to be missed or ignored by London city counsel.
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Digital dirty tricks sandbag a
second female London politician
Two days, two fake campaign websites, two smear jobs.

MEGAN STACEY (HTTPS://LFPRESS.COM/AUTHOR/MSTACEYPOSTMEDIA) Updated: October 3, 2018

Two days, two fake campaign websites, two smear
jobs.

If there’s any doubt about below-the-belt politics in London’s civic election

campaign, a second fake campaign website — another targeting a left-

leaning woman seeking re-election — surfaced Wednesday, adding a new

layer to the digital dirty tricks seen in this election.

https://lfpress.com/author/mstaceypostmedia
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Observers warn it’s unlikely to be the end of the rough stuff online, the new

battleground for negative campaigning.

Coun. Virginia Ridley is the second city politician to be targeted with a

website bashing her voting record and personal life. One page on the site,

since taken down, alleges she committed “child abuse” by taking her young

son to a long weekend city council budget meeting in 2016.

Ridley rejects that claim, saying it’s “not true or reflective of what

happened,” but notes the wider issue is the fake news quality of the attack

which she told The Free Press “really feels personal.”

Ward 10 Coun. Virginia Ridley plays with her sons Andrew, 10, left, and Ben, 9 at her home.Â 

(DEREK RUTTAN, The London Free Press)

“Any time someone wants to criticize my position on policies, that’s fair

game,” the Ward 10 councillor said.

“But this is false, a significant allegation and an attack to my character and

the person I am. I don’t think it’s acceptable.”

One political expert says what stands out to her about the attacks — earlier

this week, it was Coun. Maureen Cassidy (https://lfpress.com/news/local-

news/fake-signs-negative-website-target-maureen-cassidy-in-city-hall-election)

who found herself victimized by a fake campaign site eerily similar to the one

that went after Ridley — is that the targets both are women.

https://lfpress.com/news/local-news/fake-signs-negative-website-target-maureen-cassidy-in-city-hall-election
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“I think what’s really compelling is it’s a gendered attack,” said Jacquetta

Newman, a political science professor at King’s University College,  She

points to double standards about women politicians abandoning their

children and stereotypes about women as big self-spenders.

“These fake news sites are using historical gender means to discredit these

two candidates.”

The site, taken down at some point Wednesday, described Ridley as “a

colossal spendthrift, greedy, irresponsible.” A link to the site was posted on a

Facebook page called the Truth about Virginia Ridley.

It appeared online one day after fake election signs cropped up in north

London’s Ward 5, directing voters to a website bashing Maureen Cassidy for

her views, voting record and alleged lack of integrity.

Cassidy had an affair with Mayor Matt Brown earlier in this council’s term.

Compared to old-school dirty tricks, like nasty flyers, social media and digital

platforms make it easier to launch political attacks, says a Fanshawe College

professor who specializes in digital marketing and management.

“It’s low-risk, so we’re going to see more and more of this,” Trent Cruz said.

“There’s a greater risk of setting up flyers somewhere; someone might see

you stapling them.”

Ridley acknowledged the attack site on social media, saying “I’m going to

pay very little attention to it because that’s what it deserves.”

The sites – extremely similar in style and content – were set up to look like

legitimate political websites, using the candidates’ names as the domain.

Both have since been removed. The Free Press could not verify who was

behind them.

Cruz said that’s likely the appeal. It’s easy to hide the trail behind sponsored

Facebook posts and anonymously created websites. And the nature of social

media often helps those pointed attacks spread like wildfire.

“It has a much greater reach and there’s a kind of cyclical echo chamber

effect. Because it has a greater reach, you’re more likely to report on it,” he

said.

It also makes it difficult to track the creators.
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City clerk Cathy Saunders said activities that don’t include spending money

don’t violate the third-party advertising rules under Ontario’s municipal

elections law.

That includes social media posts.

Newman suggested the two women were likely targeted because they’re

incumbent politicians, a significant threat to competitors.

“Of all the women running right now, they are the most competitive,” she

said. “The fact is, they’re both incumbents. These attacks are basically

trying to kill the king.”

The sites take aim at Cassidy and Ridley for voting in favour of London’s

contentious $500-million bus rapid transit project, a pay raise for ward

councillors – both of which were supported by a majority of council – as well

as a unanimous, anti-hate motion crafted on the floor of council that came

under fire for its potential to quash free speech in public spaces.

Former mayor Joni Baechler, who publicly endorsed Cassidy in 2014 when

she ran for Baechler’s former Ward 5 seat, called the sites “appalling and

shameful.”

“There’s lots of dirty tactics employed during campaigns that are difficult to

deal with, but this is a whole new level of anonymous, underhanded action,

trying to destroy the reputation of two high-quality women on council,” she

said.
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